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What do we know about 2030?

• “It’s very difficult to make predictions, especially about the future”

+ 1954: a Georgetown-IBM team predicted that language translation would be perfected in 3-5 years

+ 1965: Herbert Simon “machines will be capable, within 20 years, of doing any work a man can do” 

+ 2017: experts predicted widespread self-driving cars by 2021

• Key trends:

+ Computing power/capacity continues to increase, perhaps beyond Moore’s law

+ Machine learning blended with other techniques (eg probabilistic programming)

+ With the IoT boom, AI becomes increasingly decentralised and “embedded”

• Edge/cloud/IoT solutions

• Small data AI

• One trillion connected objects by 2035





What to keep in mind

• Complex AI systems require division of tasks: CPUs, GPUs, TPUs, VPUs,  

FGPAs, neuromorphic chips may co-exist in future complex systems

• Pervasive, embedded AI will present new challenges to policymakers during 

this decade: from liability to oversight, everyting will change

• Possible new risks: interactive risks, systemic risks, epistemic risks 

(e.g. extended reality)

• Policymakers will need to use AI and SupTech to monitor AI markets and 

compliance with trustworthy AI requirements: this requires an entirely new 

governance

• Experts must contribute to this process to ensure constant foresight and 

horizon scanning: from evidence- to foresight-based regulation





Utopia or Distopia? It depends on us

• AI can play a major role in our quest for sustainabity and resilience: but 

current uses fall short of both objectives

• On social dimensions: the impact of AI on the future of jobs changes depending 

on government policies and investments 

• International AI collaboration is essential to steer AI development towards the 

SDGs: for climate, we need an “International Earth Station”

• Large-scale, mission-oriented R&D projects can attract researchers and preserve 

a global community of AI researchers, avoiding fragmentation 

• In 2030, we will regulate AI systems through AI systems: governments need to 

step up their skills and tools to keep up with these developments
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